1. The aims of this paper are modest. Let Rm denote real Euclidean space of m dimensions with points x=ixx, ■ ■ • , xm); we look upon Rm as an additive locally compact abelian group whose dual is isomorphic with Rm. We reserve the notation y = iyx, • • ■ , ym) for points of Rm when regarded as elements of the dual. Concerning distributions on Rm, we adopt the notation of Schwartz [l] . In the theory of the generalised Fourier transform there are two basic "exchange formulae" [l, vol. 2, p. 124] in which are specified mutual relationships between two temperate distributions u and î; with transforms U and V in order that either or both of the relations (l.i) yiuv) = u*v and (1.2) yiu*v) = UV be valid. In this paper we first observe certain other sets of conditions under which such formulae hold, and then use these formulae to study spans of translates in Lp(Pm). It seems a priori very unlikely that the best possible results concerning the latter problem will appear from such general arguments. Nevertheless, it is felt that the results obtainable in this fairly general fashion are sufficiently far from being trivial to justify a record of the procedure.
The method appeared first in an attempt by the author to apply the method of distributions to the L1-problem in one dimension and was further clarified through personal correspondence with M. Schwartz.
The notation being always that of [l], let a and b be distributions on Rm with transforms A and B respectively. In all the applications we contemplate, the convolution a *b exists as a bounded function, and we are interested in the validity of the formula J(AnB)=J(An)*J(B). It follows that (1.3) will be true provided that:
(1.4) (A*Rn)B-+AB and (rna)*b^b, the one case in the sense of CD'), and the other in the sense of (SO-This type of argument was suggested independently by Schwartz in a personal letter to the author.
2. Special cases of (1.3). As a first special case, assume that a=f, a function in Ll(Rm), and that b=<p, a function in L°°(Rm). Here /*<p exists as a function in La(Rm). Further, (r,f) *<f>-*f*tp in ( §'): in fact, rn-»1 boundedly and uniformly on each bounded set, hence rnf->/ in Ll, and so (r^f) *<p->f*<f> in-L°°, a fortiori in (S')-Further, it is easy to estimate an integer km,i such that, for any ^>G¿°°, 4>=7(<b) is a distribution of order at most km,i. Concerning the numerical estimate of these and other integers, see the end of this section. provided fEL'iR") is such that F=yif) is a function belonging locally to L*'(Rm).
This of course implies, as it should, that the formula holds always in the case p = 2=p'.
The case p= » and p' = l could also be discussed, but its applications to translational problems are of little interest.
As a final example, let/£Co(Pm), the Banach space of continuous functions on Rm which tend to zero at infinity, the topology being that of uniform convergence. Take any pE^(t1(Rm), the space of bounded Radon measures on Rm, considered as the dual of Co(Pm). In this case, M=y(jp) is a function in (6) , so that the exchange formula will hold provided F=y(J) is a measure. For then rj-tf uniformly, hence (r"f) */t-»/*/* boundedly, and a fortiori in (S')- Remarks. For m = 1, Beurling [2 ] had already proved a stronger result as early as 1938. Related results have been proved more recently by Mandelbrojt and Agmon [3] . Extensions to arbitrary locally compact abelian groups have been made by Helson [4] and Reiter [5] . The proof below has been constructed independently by Schwartz, who has also communicated to the author an alternative demonstration avoiding the use of distributions. Proof. We recall the following points concerning L"(Rm), which in the sequel will always be taken with its weak topology as the dual of L1 ( Proof. Take any <¡>ELp'iRm), the space dual to Lp(Pm), which is orthogonal to all translates of/. Then, by Proposition 1, one has F'$ = 0, so that the support K of <£ satisfies KQEf. We have to prove (Proposition 1 again) that G-$> = 0. Since <bELp'iRm) and />'<<», it is easy to see that K has no isolated points, so that KQEf.
Whitney's theorem again serves to justify the assertion that G$ = 0, so that the proof is complete.
Corollary. If fELpiRm) (1 <p<2) is such that F=y(J) is a function in (£*""*) with a set of zeros having no limiting point, then the translates off span all Lp(Pm).
Remark. This corollary, together with that following the next theorem, should be compared with Theorem 3.5 of Segal [8] and with the counterexamples due to the same writer (Theorem 3.4 of [8] , and [9]).
Turning to the remaining (finite) values of p, we can exclude the trivial case p = 2, passing at once to Theorem 3. Let 2<p<<x>,and let fELpiRn) be such that F=yif) is a function belonging locally to Lp'iRm). Let Ef, defined modulo null sets, be the set of zeros of F. Then the span of translates of f in Lp(Pm) contains every function gELpiRm) whose transform G = yig) is a function belonging locally to Lp'(Pm) which vanishes p.p. on Ef.
The proof of this follows exactly the same lines as before, appeal being made to Proposition 2 rather than Proposition 1.
Corollary.
If fELpiRm) (2 <p<*>) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3 , and if in addition E¡ is null, then the translates of f span allLpiRm).
Remark. This corollary compares naturally with assertion (A) of Segal [9] (the corollary is of course trivially true when p = 2). On the face of things, Segal's hypothesis on / that its transform shall exist means that/ is the inverse transform of some function FELp'iRm); we require merely that the same is true in the sense of distributions for some F belonging locally to LpiRm).
We may just observe that the analogue, for p = <*>, of Propositions 1 and 2 yields this assertion: LetfELxiRm) be such that F=yif) is a measure, and let E¡ be the complement of the support of F. Then the span of translates of f in LK-weak contains veery g £L°°(Pm) whose transform G=y(g) is a measure with supportC.QE¡. In particular, if Ef is empty, the weak span of translates of f is all Lx(Rm). Finally, by use of Proposition 3, there follows Theorem 4. Let fEC0(Rm) be such that F=y(f) is a measure, and let Ef be the complement of the support of F. Then the span of translates of f in Co(Pm) contains every gECoiRm) whose transform G = yig) is a measure with support contained in £Ef.
Proof. If pE^1iRm) is orthogonal to all translates of/, one has f *p = 0. Hence, by Proposition 3, M-F = 0, Miy), the transform of p, being a continuous function. Hence M(y) =0 on QE¡. But then M G = 0, that is (Proposition 3 again) p *g = 0, whenever the support of G is contained in QE¡, whence the assertion, by virtue of the Hahn-Banach theorem.
Corollary.
If f is as in Theorem 3, and if in addition E¡ is void, Men the translates off span all C0(Rm).
Remark. The corollary includes as a very special case the result of Agnew [lO, Theorem 6.1] concerning the uniform span of translates of a "peak function" 
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use does not follow directly from the above corollary because / is not continuous. However, the transform of such an / is again a function F with a discrete set of zeros, so that the corollaries to Theorems 2 and 3 imply that / has its translates spanning Lp(Rl) for every p satisfying Kp<<x>.
These remarks apply also to the Lp-spans of peak functions, so that we recover as very special cases all the results of Agnew on ¿"-spans in one dimension.
